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New Members For Student Senate Selected

No Student Elections To Be Held

By Bill Holmes
UC News Editor

Thursday, April 15 the new
Student Senate met to convene
its first meeting. The new first
term Senators are Mindee Akins,
Christen Blake, Kristyn Bussa,
Matt Carter, Tim Maxey, and
Adam McPheters. The continuing Senators are Joe Harris, John
Pack, Polly Workman, Bill
Dillon, and Tiffany Shanks. The
. 1993-94 Senate term will officially begin May I, 1993.
The Senate undertook the
business of selecting officers for
the 1993-94 term of the Senate.
Joe Harris, former Student Senate Secretary and Chair of the
Internal Academic Affairs Committee, was elected by the member of the new Senate the President of Student Senate. He is
majoring in business administration. Harris has served under
four presidents and this will be

his fourth term on the Senate.
Harris was appointed to the Senate in January 1991 by former

the Secretary. Workman is majoring
in the social sciences with elementary certification. She was elected to
the Student Senate in June of 1992.

Finance. This position will carry
the same duties of the former
treasurer: Pack told the Senate
when he was nominated that he

Joe Harris

Polly Workman

John Pack

Last year Workman served as the
Student Senate representative and voting member on the Student Programming Board.
John Pack, former Student Senate
Treasurer, continued on in a new
office of Vice-President of Budget &

had here during SSU's budget
crisis and had been working
closely with Dr. David
Creamer, Vice-President of
Business Affairs. He has
attended SSU since the fall of
1990 is majoring in electrical ·

onecitethl!-tacceptedmixedwaste~ The
site, located in North Carolina, is rapidly reach4tg its maximum capacity for
containment. The Ohio EPA feels that
the waste at the facility is being stored
as safe, ifnot safer, at on site rather than
risking moving it to an over crowded in
North Carolina.
The Piketon facility is currently
storing more than 25,000 drums of
waste. According to the Ohio EPA
''Approximately 12 million pounds is
in storage, 15 percent, or about 2 million pounds of this mixed waste consists of oils, solvents, and cleaning
agents generated from maintenance and
operation. 85 percent, or about IO rnillion pounds, are contaminated soils and
other wastes generated from the site
clean-up that is currently underway."
Approximately IO percent of the liquid
mixed wastes will be incinerated at the
DOE's Oak Ridge Facility.
Currently,thereinrnanycasesplants
are producing mixed waste that there is
insufficient technology the dispose of
properly. According to Ohio EPA
spokesperson there is no national treatmentfor.mixedwaste. The government
is discussing whether to force companies to develop technology to deal with
problems of waste disposal. The facilities storing waste were responsible to
havealistofnon-treatablewastesstored

on their site by April, 4, I 993.
Martin Marietta may be currently violating Ohio's hazardous
waste, according to the DOE, laws
for storing certain wastes onsite
formorethanayear.However, the
Ohio EPA has granted several ex. emptions to the DOE ran plant, due
to several reasons. Namely, the
facility was storing the waste according to federal and state requirements, the inability to treat,
and most of the waste is not produced by operations, but clean-up.
Graham told the Chronicle that
the Ohio EPA is trying to conduct
public meeting and discussions to
infonn the local residents and to
see how the Ohio EPA can best
serve them. In Graham's words
what ''the community wants and
needs" concerning infonnation on
the site. The discussions are interviews allow for the public to express their concerns and opinions
on the facility. The Ohio EPA will
use the material collected to coordinate further efforts with the public. Graham said, "I will develop a
community relations plan that will
be used effectively through the
clean-up.''
Graham told the Chroniqle
there is no real evideqcf of coo-

Student Senate President
Nancy Adkins . .
Polly Workman, former
Senator, was elected to the office of Vice-President of
Records and Public Relations.
This position wasformerlytitled

and computing engineering.
The Chronicle asked Harris why
the Senate decided not to keep the
position of Vice-President in the
new Student Senate Constitution.
The Constitution was jusi recently
ratified by SSU President Dr. Clive
Veri.
Harris "stated, "Before the revision, the office of the Vice-President was hard to define.'' He elaborated that most of the duties fell on
the positions of the president, secretary, and treasurer. The Senate felt
that the position since most of the
duties fell within those three spheres
that the vice-presidency could be
left out of the Executive Council.
Instead what responsibilities that
went to the vice-president could be
delegated to the remaining three
officers. This would give more authority to the other officers. However, some in the Senate hegitated in
totally removing the system of viceContinued on Page 11

Com~unity Gives Input On A-Plant ~lean-up·
EPA Representative Visits

By Bill Holmes

UC News Editor

Thursday, April 15 Sean Graham, Public Involvement Coordinator for the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), visit.!d
Shawnee State to interview individuals about the clean-up of the
Department of Energy's (DOE)
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion
Plant. The one-on-one interviews
were conducted in SSU's Office
Annex (fonner WIOI Building)
from 10am-12pm, l-4pm, and 79pm.
The Ohio EPA was brought in
1989 to ·assist in the clean-up of
hazardous waste sites at the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant.
There was considerable contamination of the site, due to the
waste disposal policies and· past
management ofthe plant. The plant
was formerly ran by Goodyear,
·but is currently co-managed by
Martin Marietta Energy Systems,
Inc.(MMES). The plant was
opened in 1954 and enriched ura- nium for the nuclear arms industry
and commercial reactors. The facility employs 2,600 local employ~s at the plant, which is 70.

ssu

miles south of Columbus. The
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion
Plant sits on a 3,892 acre federal
reserve located in Pike County.
The plant enriches uranium to
meet the demands placed on it.
AccordingtotheOhioEPA, "Light
waterreactors are fueled with two
to four percent uranium-235 (U235) isotope. Since ·naturally
occuring uranium contains only
0.7 percent U-235, the uranium
must be processes to enrich the U235 isotope. The enrich accomplished by gaseous diffusion.'' This
is the process that creates the waste
material.
Hazardous waste according to
the Ohio EPA is defined as a solid
waste that exhibits signs of
''ignitibility, corrosivity, reactivity,an/ortoxicity."TheOhioEPA
defines the mixed waste as, "is
waste that has both a hazardous
and a low-level radioactive component." The DOE regards the
· majority of waste produced at the
facility as mixed waste.
The United States Congress
allowed compani~s to store waste
temporarily on site rather than in
permanent areas off site. This was
due to the fact that there was only

tarnination of areas outside property
owned by the facility. He said all area
off the facilities ground were shown
to be at the "top level for excellent
warm water habitat'' for life fonns by
a Biological Survey of Fish Tissue
Samples. The samples were taken
from 18 sites around Martin Marietta
which included Scioto River, Beaver
Creek, Little Beaver Creak, Big Run
Creek, and others.
However, on site bodies of water
have been recorded by the Ohio EPA
to have 5 times the usual amounts of
radiation in its sediments. Furthermorethe streams sediments have high
concentrations of arsenic, cadmium,
and mercury. Also some fish have
tested positive for low level radiation. The facility based waterways
have tested positive for amounts of
technetium-99. This radioactive isotopes comes from the process of fission in nuclear reactors.
However, Graham said while that
the higher life-forms of Beaver and
Little Beaver creeks seem unharmed,
there is "few macro invertebrates in
the area.'' He said this may not mean
a problem, but ''this is where the first
effects would be seen.'' He added,
"Obviously the fact we are investiContinued On Page 4
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Mountain English IO I :Your First Lesson

By Willard Elton Ford

uc Staff Writer

I

"The
Truth

Shall Not
Live
Quietly"
-The Chronicle Motto

The
University
Chronicle
The University Chronicle, Shawnee
State University's student-run newspaper, is a vehicle of expression for
students reporting news and views.
Opinions expressed in the newspaper are not necessarily those of the
newspaper staff, the adviser or the
University.

Welcome, dear readers, to anothertimeandplacewherecountry
was always ••cool.'' Many people
havebeencommentingaboutNwnber Elevenandmyworkasa Southem language interpreter. That's
right! Wespeakourownlanguage.
I have modified my writing to keep
up with your Northern dialect, but
I still can communicate with the
good ole boys.
Back home in Nwnber Eleven,
every adult was your aunt or uncle.
Didn'tmatterifyouwererelatedor
not. It was just a term of respect. If
yournameendedwithavowel,you
always changed itto an ''e'' sound.
So, I have an aunt•• Ednie'' (Edna),
a cousin "Tinie" (Tina), and so
forth. Mom's name was "DeeDee ", (their form of Juanita).
When mountain men dress,
they put on their "paints" (pants).
We shorten many words like
"share" (shower), and "batrie"
(battery). I guess since we are
known for being quiet, we cut out

them into the mountain conversation.
as many syllables as possible.
When you use many verbs in Most often, they were after "supSouthern dialect, it is titting and per.•' We used to go out on the porch
proper to add •'a'.' as a prefix. For with a cold Royal Cola and chat under
e x t h e
stars.
ample,
• • I
Git
wa s
t r y
aimf o I re
ing to
a r e
read
very
t h e
polite
funi
n
their
n i es,
b u t
e v en
Paw's
a
usin' them in the outhouse.'• Lan- itis much slower. Whenever you make
guage historians have said that our a comment, it is customary to verify it
dialect closely resembles old En- with someone else (usually an older
glish; therefore, it is not so uncom- person).
•'Those youngins are hitting the
montohearususe "ye"for"you"
or "your". Most of the time, we hay at nine, haint it, Big Maw?''
When you are asked to verify a
useaconglomeration: "yall" (you
all).
statement, you do so emphatically:
•'Too early for squirrels, hain 't it,
Once you get these irregular
verbsandnounsintoyourvocabu- Daddy?"
lary, you are ready to integrate
"Yeah, sure is."

Remember that everyone is expected to be an active listener in
those conversations.. We have perfected the art of empathy and listening. For example:
"We had good times back in
Hurley. Hain 'tit, Mommy?" While
she verifies, everyone should nod
and say something like "Lord, you
know we did!"
Also, many of our words sound
alike, so you must see their context.
For example, the word "ain't" has
three~- It can mean "oot",
whenusedwithan "h". "Ihain'tever
heard a e<:m snore like that.'' It can
also be your parental sisters ("Aint"
Helen). Of course, it can be a little
met. In the case of the wold "ace",
it can be used in card games or where
the yellow jackets stung poor old Big
Paw. It goes without saying!
Now that you have the basics, you
are ready to try. As long as you stay
within commoo. courtesy and out of
range of Aunt Elvinie's still, you will
beacay.
Till nextweek,keep talking, SSU!

You'retravelingthroughspace
and time. You come to a door
leading to another dimension. A
dimension where 8:00A.M. classes
don't exist, sleeping is the national
pastime, and Shoney's has a 24
hour breakfast bar. You're about
the cross over into ... The Twilight
Zornes.
Welcome. This week, UC
News Editor Bill Holmes and I
were busy, as usual, working to get
out the latest masterpiece of the
University Chronicle. During our
work, Mr. Holmes told me that,
recently, our beloved former President, George -Bush, "visited"
Kuwait. Now, I'll admit George

was one back to his country, and after the sons
of the and daughters of the other people
greatest who haven't heard of Kuwait return
men who home to this egotistical country,
e v e r you're a hero. You didn't do doo-doo
lived . and you're a hero, especially to the
And I'll people from the country no one had
admit heard of that had been inva(ied by the
that, to guy you didn't like who got his posyou and terior end kicked by the children of
me, Kuwait isn't the best place to the people who hadn't heard of Kugo
on
vacation ... excuse wait.
. Anyhow, these people from this
me... "visit". But let's look at it
unknowncountrythinkyou'reahero.
from Uncle George's point of view.
First, you're the President of Of course, you know you didn't do
the most egotistical country in the anything but sign papers and make
world. Second, some guy yoo don't speeches. But dag-gone-it, they love
like invades some country most you.
So, now don't yoo see why George
people have never heard of. Third,
visited
Kuwait?
yoo decide to send
people's
Neither
do I.
children to fight off the invader you
don't like who invaded this country
I tried calling George to ask him. I
nooneknowsabout Fourth,theother forgot George lost the election and
people's sons and daughters you · called the White House. That crazy
sent to this country no one has Hillary an.5wc:r-ed the phone and, once
heard of kicked the doo-doo out of again, asked me ifl would take Chelsey
the guy you don't like. Finally, out. Chelsey is much too young for me,
after the guy you don't like goes so I'msettiog herupwith UC Business

Manager, Martin Poston.
Anyhow, back to the original
story. I called the only other number
I had for George and Barbara, and
guess what? The nwnber had been
disconnected.
Now that I look at it, I guess I
maybe would have "visited" Kuwait. After all, it's not everyday you
can go see the place you're given
credit for liberating when all yoo did
was send in other people's children to
fight some guy you don't like who
invaded some country no one has
ever heard of. I guess it's sort of like
a hunter who kills a ferocious deer and
mounts the deer's head so he can always remember it. Maybe Kuwait is
like a hunting trophy to Uncle George.
Butthatleavesthequestioo.ofwoukl
yoo hang up the deer head of a deer
saneone else had shot?
I don't know.
Maybe George should have stuck
to smaller game. A deer is one thing,
but a whole comtry?
I jtN hope no one invades... The
t Zornes.

•

-Desert Storm Revisited:A Bush Tribute
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f:,rJ~,gn Incident Should Cause Support

8

uc Staff Writer

As someone who is relatively
new to the area, the horror at the
Lucasville prison is not affecting
me on the same level as it has many
of you, but it is, all the same, affecting me very strongly. From my
point of view, this is affecting the
entire community for one reason or
another. They either are related to,
neighbors of, married to, or friends
with someone who works at the
prison. One guy I know was frantic
with worry as he awaited word of
his mother on Monday (4-12). He
was nervous, agitated, pacing, rambling in his speech, and basically at
his wits end. He finally received
word on Tuesday, and while a load
was lifted from his heart, he still has
the same anxiety which the entire

community is experiencing.
vated murder. But isn't that one of
Another person I know isa friend the most vicious things you have
of the wife of one of the guards who ever heard by an official? Can you
is working during this crisis. He has imagine if Mr. Eider's mother read
come home with horror stories of that? I know, it's no worse than what
conditions the news media isn't re- the victims mother read, but do two
porting., I won't repeat the rumors wrongs make a right?
It was also reported that while
here, but if they turn out to be true,
the
families
of the guards are being
this area will be rocked to its foundagiven
shelter
at Valley High School,
tions by shock.
the
families
of
the inmates are not
Although a great deal of public
being
provided
a gathering place. I
outrage is directed at the prisoners, I
can
understand
why
the two groups
was totally appalled by the statecan
not
be
together,
but don't the
ment in the Portsmouth Daily Times
of
even
the
worst
inmates
families
of 4-13-93 by Hamilton County
to
have
their
anxiety
acdeserve
Common Pleas Judge Ralph Winkler
knowledged?
stating, "I hate to see anybody die,
People are people, and the famibut Earl Elder is no loss.'• This was
lies
of criminals should not continue
said of inmate Earl Elder who was
to
be
jerked around for activities
serving time for rape, involuntary
beyond
their control.
manslaughter, and attempted aggra-

Also, I llllderstand that everyone
may go into theirjob with a really ood
attitude, frcm cashiers to cops, teachers to truck drivers, and maybe the
prison guards are oppressivejerks, but
they do not deserve to die.
The inmates trying to keep peace,
trying to keep the level of violence
down, do not deserve to die.
And if we do not approve of the
penalties distributed by the court systems, why do we have them? Should
we go back to the· times when the
ccmmunities punished the criminals?
Would your answer be the same if
your son or daughter committed the
crime?
My oldest child has been diag005edas having Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, and all too often
these children grow up without a fear

of consequences; they are not able to
retain the information due to an mnatural amount of impulsivity. What
does this mean? ADHDchildrenhave
a tendency to participate in criminal
activities. My son may get into trouble
with~ law one day. I pray that he
never does, but I need to remain realistic.
So, there is nothing anyone can say
that will make everyone happy. Nothing will take away the pain this ccmmunity has felt due to this "Siege at
Lucasville' '.
A lot of peq,le are hurting. They
need our love, JXayers, and SllR)(X1.
Let's take care of the pain, rather than
waryingaboutwhothe hurt ~le are
related to. We need to take care ofeach
other, because ifwe doo 't, nobody else
is going to care about us either.

the White House.
Also we have states that have
laws that dictate just how consenting adults can or can not have sex
with one another. Of all things that
we should have complete freedom
for, the way we have sex should be
one of the most important, but of
course there are yet other people
who want to tell us how to do that
too.
The people in this country who
are running around waving the flag
and shouting about being Americans for America are the ones who
are backing these groups that are
atta~king the very foundation of this
country. These people are helping
to destroy the very things that make
America the land of the free.
The Bill ofRights was written so

that we would live free, not so any
old group of people who felt a little
differentaboutsomethingthan some
other group did, could trick a majority of people to destroy the Constitution and change this from a Democratic country to a Communist one.
So tell me,just were is my freedom, and were is this land ofthe free
and the home of the brave? I would
like to know, because it sounds like
a great place to live. I would jump
on a plane and go there now if I
knew where it was.
Just let me remind you, the last
time a group of people who were
trying to dictate to the rest of the
country what things they should
watch, read, listen to, and do gained
support the whole country ended up
shouting HEIL HITLER!!!

Excuse Me, May I Keep My Rights? Please!
Is America Still America?

America, the land ofthe free and
the home ofthe brave. Or is it? Over
200 years ago, the leaders of this
land got together and decided to
make this a country where the people
could live out their lives in peace,
without the worries of other people
telling them what to think, do, read,
wrjte, watch, or listen to. A land
where they could paint paintings of
what ever they wanted to, write the
music they wanted to, and then if
other people of the country wanted
to look or listen to it they could,
without anyone's permission, or
consent. A land where no one would
tell them how, or with whom they
could have sex. A land where we

they even want us to simply quit
making music that they say is bad,
could asked to be entertained by the and wrong for us to listen to. Some
things we like, without someone of these same people are also trytelling us that what we like is wrong, ing to keep us from seeing the kind
or obscene. A land where we could of movies we want to. Groups of
be free!
people who feel that certain movBut now we no longer enjoy the ies shouldn't be seen are trying to
freedoms that made our country stop them from even being made
the greatest one on the face of the by using very unconstitutional laws
Earth. We aren't even allowed to to attack even the directors, prohave the things we need to protect ducers, and the actors of the films.
ourselves and our rights. Ijust found And of course there is the PMRC
out the other day that I could go to who are continuing their unconstijail if I go into the wrong part of a tutional attack on the music indusnear-by national forest.
try. Luckily Tipper Gore, wife of
So tell me, just were the hell is Vice-President Al Gore, has
the land of the free, because this stepped down as the head of the
doesn't seem to be it any more? PMRC so we don't have to worry
People are telling us that we have about an unconstitutional group like
to put labels on record albums; the PMRChaving sucha direct tie to

Being a person who is concerned
about the environment, and the way
businesses and institutions treat our
world, I was extremely upset during
the summer of 1991 to see young
trees being bulldozed on the
Shawnee State University capipus.
The University Center was being
built, and these trees were just being
killed! No attempt was made to save
them, or transplant them. I was very
upset, but there was nothing I, could
do. The trees were gone.
I let the anger and disillusion~
ment settle down, still inside me,
still upsetting me, but not so close to
the surface.
Until the March 15, 1993 issue
ofthe University Chronicle, specifically the article entitled "SSU EndorsesBeautificationProject", written by UC News Editor, Bill Holmes.
I was incensed! How coold this

University claim to support a beautification project whose goal is to
plant trees in Scioto County? I was
so angry to read of the Scioto
(County) Free Tree Program, and
Portsmouth Mayor Franklin T.
Gerlach' s goal of educating our
young people on important environmental issues, and the beautification of our community.
How could these people claim to
support this project after the wanton
destruction I saw on this campus in
1991?
Instead of remaining angry, I
went looking for answers. I called
University Planner, Dr. Dave Gleason, and very calmly asked him to
explain what I perceived as a hypocritical attitude: How could the University claim to be supportive of the
planting of trees after destroying
those sa lings two,years ago?

By Philip Thleken
UC Entertainment Editor

Can The Death of a Tree Be Justified?
Dr. Gleason was very patient
with me, and even sounded sympathetic. He explained that frequently,
when there is an attempt to save a
tree, it is unsuccessful. Often, the
roots are damaged in the process of
digging the tree up, or the replanting of the tree is unsuccessful.
Financially speaking, it is
cheaper to kill a tree rather than·
pay a landscaper to dig up and
transplant it. The hourly rate for
landscaping is prohibitive to the
transplanting oftrees, and the larger
the tree, the longer it would take to
move it.
The reason I ~anted to share
this information with you is twofold. First, to inform others who
may have been curious as to how
the University justifies the uprooting of trees. And second, to let. you
bow that if OH have a ttuestion

about this University and its poli- vost, where you can make your taxcies, just ask! If you ask a person deductible contribution.
Diana L. Ulsh
who doesn't know the answer, the
staff and administration here are
generally helpful, and will do their
best to send you in the direction of
one who can help you.
I am not entirely content with .
the answer that the life ofa tree has
a price. I don't feel that a price
should be put on a life-giving organism. I do appreciate, though,
that someone is watching how my
(our) money is being spent, and that
the money is being used in a costeffective way. Finally, I appreciate
the promptness with which Dr. Gleason returned my call, and the honesty and completeness of his answer.
Please remember: One dollar can
buy ten trees. Ask M;ujlyn Nibert,
Administrative Assistant to the Pr-0-

Want To
Write
Opinions?
/(You Say What
YouMeanAnd
Mean What You
Sayl' Write It
Down... Call Us

355-2278
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Final Plans For -Distribution

Imagine handing out to area residents thousands of tree seedlings
free of charge for planting in private
land. Imagine handing out thousands
more each year until 200 l for a grand
total of half a million trees.
Dr. Stylianos Hadjiyannis, Associate Professor of Political Science at Shawnee State University,
and Orin Campbell, DirectorofYouth
Services Program for the Scioto
County Community Action, dared
not only to imagine but to act on this
idea when challenged to do so by
David Kidd, the founder ofthe Ohiobased American Free Tree Program,
Inc.
To this end, Campbell and
Hadjiyannis put together the Scioto
Free Tree Project, a not-for-profit
organization presently under the auspices of the Portsmouth Area Beautification Society, and began to solicit private donations in order to buy
tree seedlings from state nurseries.
Despite a short, three-week long
ftmdraising drive, the two coordina-

News
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tors managed to solicit enough money
to buy 23,000 trees for this year's distribution.
"We are so happy with the result
given that we were pressed for time to
place our order with the state nurseries
by the end of March,'' said
Hadjiyannis. Mead Corporation, practically at the last moment, paid for
I 0,000 of these trees. Other key donors include SSU President Oive Veri,
SSU students Deborah Carr and her
daughter, Jamie Carr, Dr. Benjamin
Binns, Bank:Oneofportsmouth, Desco
Federal Credit Union, Chabot Petroleum, and a host of others whose
names will be listed on the back of the
planting instructions that will accompany each tree. "The response to our
efforts was impressive,'' Campbell
said, -~'and on top -of it, we had a big
break when state nurseries discounted
the price for eastern white pines from
19 cents a tree to only 9 cents."
Hadjiyannis and Campbell are currently finalizing distribution modes.
The bulk of the trees will be given to

SSU Students Win
Award For

Ceramics

Free Trees Being Made

Scioto County students. A large . course on environmental politics,
part is available to churches, com- believes that planting trees creates
aesthetic, environmental, and educational improvements, as well as
sendingoutamessagetotherestof
the world and to future generations that we, in Scioto County, do
care.
Source: Susan Wanaw, DirectorofDevelopmentand Community Relations.
Editor ·s Note: The Scioto Free
Tree Project (SFTP) was established to educate the populace and
beautify the area. The parent
project was "established by David
munity groups, and neighborhood Kidd as the American Free Tree
organizationsupon request by call- Project.
ing 354-7541 or 355-2445. Plans
Ohiohaslost25-30billiontrees
are also being made to give a tree in 200 years. In 1790 Ohio was 96
to every single volunteer to the · percent forest, by 1900 only -J 2
ProjectPlayground, toeverysingle percent ofthat remained. Through
visitor of this year's Appalachian conservation efforts and reforestFestival at Shawnee State, and to ing the figure is currently at 30
every single student and employee percent.
of the University.
TheSFTPwantstosee500,000
Hadjiyannis, who teaches a tree planted in Scioto C.Ounty by

April of2001. Even one dollar can
buy ten trees.
Shawnee State should beproud
that the institution through the efforts ofstudents, staff.faculty, and
ad[ninistration they donated half
ofthe total amount for the project.
People like- like SSU students
Deborah Carr and her daughter
Jamie, who contributed the largest
sumatSSUoughttobecommended.
Trees will be distributed on
campus through Gloria Horsley,
Secretary in Student Support Services, who is located on the second
floor of the University Center. Interested parties ought to submit to
her a written request for the trees.
The trees will be distributed April
26, 1993 For more information
call her at 355-2442 (Ext# 442)
Furthermore May 1, trees will
be given away to volunteers and
thepublicattheProjectPlayground
construction site. Please take the
time to beautify your community.
Think globally. Act locally.

A-Plant Clean-up Cont. From Page I

gating means we think there could
be a problem We just have not
found anything [offsite]."
He said there will a second level
oftests to deny or confirm the threat
ofcontamination. Thesesecondlevel
oftests are to see whythey are so_ few
macro invertebrates in the waterways. They will check fer new iso-'
tapes.
.
Isotopes have the same atomic
nwnber and chemical properties of

the base element, but have different
~nwnbersandradioactiveprq,erties. Fer instance, C-12 or regular
carbon is stable, but its isotope C-14
used in carbon dating is radiooctive.
· Graham continued that Ohio
EPA has n<X found anything yet to
make it think there is an environmental problem.
Graham said that there was contamination at the head of Beaver,
which is on facility territory, where

the plants facilities empties water
coolants and etc. Graham stressed
that the waterways possess no contamination off the Patsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant. However, the
OhioEPAhasfoundonsitecontamination.
Most of the clean-up deals with
~chemicalwasteratherthan
radiooctive waste. Graham said the
real problems are with metals, such
as the arsenic and mercury.

_r,::::,
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During the recent worldwide tour visit of Michael
Doulton at Leading Lady Company here in Portsmouth, two
Shawnee State University stu-dents received the 1993 "Who
Show The Most Promise For The
Future" Award for ceramics students. The award was created
b,y Leading Lady to honor
Michael Doulton of Royal

Doulton. Receiving the award
consisting of a cash prize and a
signed Royal Doulton figurine
were Ying Juan Li and Donna
Carr, first year ceramic students.
Attending the presentation were
Cynthia K. Gerlach of Leading
Lady, Michael Doulton, Ying
Juan Li, Donna Carr, and Phillip
Gearheart, ceramics professor at
Shawnee State University .
.···.··,..

War is war. Th·e only
gbod human being is a
dead one.
George Orwell,
t
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Waste is currendy stored in buildings X-7725 and X~26.
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L.A. Store Advertises Ammunition
Before Kini Verdict

(Los Angeles) One of the largest
sporting good shops, which operates 74 chains in Southern Califocnia, has announced an ammunition
sale in an advertising supplement in
the Los Angeles Times. Big Five
Sporting Goods offered discount
prices on ammunition for handguns,
rifles, and shotguns. This included a
40% reduction in price in their 9mm
handgun ammunition. The ad violated the Times' ad policy which
does not allow advertisements for
handguns Of' related paraphernalia.
This came on the verge of the
decision of the civil suit against four
L.A. police officers for the beating
of Rodney King. The four men were
acquitted last year on federal charges,
which sparked four days of riots, left
54 dead and over a billion dollars in
damage to South Central Los Angeles.

Protests Continue
in South Africa

(Pretoria, South Africa) In retaliation for the assassination of African National Congress (ANC) official Ouis Hani, renewed violence
has begun in South Africa. Hani was
the leader of South Africa's Communist Party.
The white government has tried
to control the protests of mourning
foc Hani by promising a quicker ~d
to apartheid. Though the government is vowing not to allow further
unrest to continue, at least seven
were killed in violence between protesters and police last Wednesday.
Last week, two South African
whites were bwned alive by black
South Africans. A third white was
assaulted and part of his tongue
removed.
The three men went to the
Lwandli, a black township, to buy
beer. The black residents formed a
mob and stoned and burned the
whites' vehicles. Attacks against
white Afrikaners are rare.
Members of the ANC agree that
this will not stop negotiations with
the white minority government. Negotiations had just started after violence had called them off before.

e
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largest poli~cal group, is trying to nization (NATO) is still enforcing nese were prepared, according to
end apartheid. Apartheid is the sys- the "No Fly Zone" over Bosnia. officials, to retaliate if Clinton retem of South African government Thursday, there were two intruders stricted any Japanese imports on
that keeps the black majOl'ity out of over Bosnian airspace. However, American products. Though the two
the political arena and treats them as neither were able to be intercepted. leaders agreed to work foc a plan
second class citizens to the white The zone is being patrolled by over the next three months to balance trade.
Afrikaners.
The ANC claims that police r=======~~~~~============~~
The Japanese governmentannouncedlastTuesdisregarded their pleas foc increased security for Hani. Witday that it was spending
nessessaythatHaniwasgunned
$115.4 billion to stimulate
down by a white male.
the Japanese domestic
The South African police
economy. This is considhave Januzu Jakub Wallus, 40,
erable less than the Unites
a Polish immigrant, in custody
States government is
for the assassination of Hani.
~,
spending to stimulate the
Apparentlythemanhadahitlist
economy. However, the
of ANC and National Party ofJapanese Prime Minister
facials in his possession.
would not implement any
Police killed one black male
1
further measures at this
after shooting into a crowd of
time to stimulate demand
over 100 people mourning Hani's American, French, and Dutch war- on the domestic market. Japan is•
death. The police were trying to planes. This has been charged as currently in the worst depression it
break up the demonstration.
merelyatokeneffortsinceair-power has seen in 20 years.
Nelson Mandela, ANC Presi- hasplayednorealroleintheBosnian Russia to Receive
dent, and South African President campaign.
Economic Aid
F.W. de Klerk have both called for
peace throughout t11e country.
Japan Does Not
(Moscow) The Group of Seven
have
put together a plan to aid the
U.S. May Use
Alter Trade PoligovemmentofBOl'is Yeltsin. Thurscies in Summit
Force in Bosnia
day, they agreed to give $ 28.4
(Washingtoo) Friday March 16,
(Washington) Japanese Prime billion to the ailing Russian economy.
United States President Bill Clinton Minister Kiichi Miyazawa visited
Japan agreed to donate $1.8 bilhas calledfornxxeforcetostq> Serbian Washington Friday to help ease trade lion to the Group of Seven (G-7) aid
advancementinBosnia-Herzegovina. relations between the world's eco- package for Russia. The Groop of
Clinton told the media that he has not nomic super-powers. The two na- Seven is group of the wealthiest capiruled out the option of sending in tions are responsible for 40% of the talistic-industrial nations in the wocld.
American groond troops to protect world's Gross National Product Other members include the United
Bosnia and tactical air-strikes agaimt (GNP). Japan is the U.S.'s second States, Great Britain, and France.
Serbian artillery batteries.
largest trading partner, the first beTheGroupofSevendidncxspecify
Approximately 150 United Na- ing Canada. President Bill ·Clinton that the aid would be only for the
tions Peacekeeping Officers from presses Miyazawa to lessen the trade Yeltsin government. Russian PresiCanada have already been sent to aid imbalance between the two nations dentBoris Yeltsin, willholdanational
in the evacuation of Muslims trapped and on aid to the Russian Republic. referendumforconfidenceinhisleadin Eastern Bosnia. Thursday, the MusClinton also wants to see the ership on April 25, 1993. The conlims that defended Serbrenica refused Japanese market to be more open servative controlled Russian Conto allow evacuatioos to continue. The and compete fairly with products. gress and Yeltsin are undergoing a
city wanted the 500 wounded defend- Ointon wants the Japanese market bitter power struggle.
The Russian Congress has ocers evacuated first. The Serbian forces opened to American automobiles,
have ncx answered a request to allow technological equipment, and agri- dered that it take 106 million regisair evacuatioos of the city without culture. Japan's government offers tered voters to approve Yeltsin's
attack. TensofthousandsofMuslims subsidies to its nation's industry. rule. When he was elected in June
aretraweciintheenclaveofSerbenica. Through the subsidy, the govern- 1991 , he received 60 percent of the
This came in respoose from the ment pays for part of the manufac- popular vote. However, only43 perFrench Foreign Ministry report that ture ofa product. This will translate cent of eligible voters participated.
Bosnian Serbs took control of into lower prices for the conswner Yeltsin's popularity has decreased
Serbrenica Telepoone lines from the buying the product. When placed in with the withering of the Russian
city have been cut Serbrenica is the competition with non-subsidized economy. Yeltsin has threatened to
last real center of resistance for the industry like most private industry write an executive decree reducing
Bosnian M~.
in the United States, the conswner the number of votes needed foc his
Yugoslavia'snewsagencyTanjug will tum usually to the less expen- vote of confidence if the Congress
has a unconfirmed report that Mus- sive of the product.
does not do so by April 20.
lim soldiers had massacred 17
The summit did not alter either
United State's Secretary ofState
Serbian allied forces. This also oc- thecurrentstatusofAmericanprod- Warren Ouistopher stated, "The
curred in Eastern Bosnia.
ucts in Japan or Japanese policy in world will be considerably a more
towards the United States. The Ja - dan erous lace if President Yeltsin

r

does not prevail.'' The Group of
Seven wants to see Yeltsin remain in
power.
The money for the aid package
will come from the World Bank and
the International Monetary Fund
(IMF). Other aid from individual
country's is also expected. 1

Palestinians Demonstrate Israeli
Policy

(MARJ AL-ZOHOUR, Leba-

noo) Over 400 Palestinians deportees

demonstrated in Southern Lebanon
against the Arab nations returning to
Middle East Peace Talks scheduled
foc Tuesday in Washington. Originally, many Arab nations had called
foc the return of the exiled Palestinians from the Occupied TerritOl'ies,
before talks would resume. The first
round of talks ended in December.
The Palestinians are trapped
between Israel and Lebanon. Lebanon has refused to grant asylum to
the Palestinians that Israel expelled
because they are part of or linked to
radical Islamic organizations such
·as Harnas and the Islamic Jihad.

Bush Visits Kuwait

(Kuwait) Former United States
President Geocge Bush has left the
emirate of Kuwait were he spent a
three day visit. Bush helped restoce
Kuwait by forming the multi-national coalition of armed fm:es as
part of Operatioo Desert Shield and
Storm. Bush went to Kuwait to honor
the service related dead of America
aooKuwait.
The Kuwaiti government welcaned Bush asa hero. Sigm aimed at
the former president stated such slogans in Arabic as' 'Peace On Yoo, Oh .
Great One. " Bush also visited encampments of American and Kuwaiti soldiers. There are still approximately 1,500 American troops
left in Kuwait.

AP Correspondent Killed In Af2hanistan

(KABUL, Afghanistan) ~ i ated Press Bureau Chief in Pakistan,
Sharoo Herbaugh, was killed in a helicorter crash aloog with 14 olhers.
Herbaugh, 39, was the AP correspoodent in Afghanistan during the four
year civil war against the Ccmmunist
government. The Canmunistgovemrnentfell sha11yafterthe Soviet Union
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Earth Day CelebrationTo Be Held •Near Ohio University

A ma.wve Earth Day celelration
will be held on Saturday, Apil 24 from
12 P.M. to 6 P.M at the Dairy Cultural
Arts Center in Athem, Ohio. The eelebrationisfreeandopentotheJWlic.
Dennis Banks, Anishinabe Native
American,islhekeynoo:speaker.Banks
is the fourxler of the American lmian
Movement,ateacher,aganizer,writer,
and current coach and director of Sacreel Run, a nm-profit aganizatioo
whichplansracesandrnarathcm~
the U.S., Japan, and Soviet Union to
raise mooey and bring attention to the
issues ofAmericanlndians.Bankswill
speak at 3 P.M. at the Main Stage.
MichaelDowd,anatiooallyrecog-

nized interpreter ofthe new ecological
philosq:>hy called deep eoology, will
be the second speaker. Dowd helps
audiencesthinkaboothwnanhistayin
a "C<XilllOlogical" cootext, from the
beginning of the planet to our current
placeinevolutioo,andwhatthatmight
mean fa hmt'lam waking to heal
Earth.Dowdwillspeakatl P.M.oothe
Main Stage.
Theevemwillhavemanychikmi's
activities,includingnaturehikes,artis_tic activities, story telling, educational
pograrns -that lode at environmental
issuesandletchiktencreatesoluticm,
mwc-making, and much more. The
activities will be well-supervised fa

children ages 5-8 and 9-12.
Severalwoocshopswillalsobeavailable. A variety oflocal speakers leading
small, ~ion-based woricshq>s oo
regionalandnatiooalenvironmentalissues, including land use, nuclear waste,
tree planting, boycotts in the state, deep
eoology, nature hikes, andmanyolhers.
ACooncilofAllBe~willbeginat
9 A.M. oo Apil 24 by meeting in front
oftheDairyBam. Thisisaparticipatay/
perfamance piece interded to let participants experience what it's like to be
aher than human. fa a more canplete
listingofw~ call Q-ow KuhreNettleship at (614) 592-6193.
Theeventwillalsoreaturelivemu.gc

by Have Paint Will Paint, a jazz and
percus.goolmd, the Local Girls, a three
woman acapella 0000, Muddle Pooding from Pc:xtsmooth with folk-rock
andthematic~theVoodooBirds,
a funky dance 0000 ftom Ohio University canplete with lras.s sectioo and
femalevocals.Also,the VintooCoonty
FrogWhcxnperswillbemakingaretum
to the stage with ooppin' bluegl"8$.
The sponsors fa this year's Earth
Day festival inch.Jde The Dairy Barn
Cultural Arts Center, The AP(lllachian
Ohio Public Interest Center, Ohio EPA
Environmental Education Fuoo, Ohio
University ScooolofTeleccmmmicatxmandScooolofFdm,OhioUniver-

sityTelecanmunicaticns Center, the
City of Athens, and the Ohio Arts
Cooncil.
Padang is at the Ohio University
Stadnm grounds,~ from the
Coovocatioo Center, Las #133 and
#134,andatthe Old Athens Mental
HealdiCentergrounds,above Dairy
Lane Road. There will be volunteers to direct traffic flow, signs and
shuttlestogetyouftomyoorcareto
the event.
The Chronicle would like to
thank Stephen Free from the
band Muddle Pudding for the
information contained in this
article.

Opportumties to win scholarships, cash, and prizes totaling more
than $20,000 are'! available by entering this year's Hydro Power Contest. The contest, to be held August
10-13, 1993, in Nashville, Tenn.,
will be in conjwiction with Waterpower '93, an international hydropower conference and exhibition.
Contestants are required to construct a device that converts the
gravity potential of water into mechanical power. In the test, the inecnamcaJ power will be measured by

the time, in seconds, it ~es to lift
a I Kilogram weight 3 meters. The
design that lifts the weight in the
shortest period of time wins. The
contest also features an efficiency
competition--theturbinedesignthat
displaces the least amount of water
to move the weight wins.
Apanelofindustryexpertswill
monitor and judge all entries. Both
individual and team entries from
college and university students, as
wellasotherinterestedindividuals,
are welcome. ·
Winners in each of six contest

categories will win $1000 cash plus
Hewlett-Packard's HP 48SX scientific calculator and other exciting
prizes. Top winners in the two Student Division classes (undergraduate and graduate) also will receive
scholarship awards. To be eligible
fa scholarships, students must be
enrolled in a college or university,
full-time status, in the fall of 1993.
The primary aim of the contest is
to stimulate and broaden interest in
hydropower as a clean, renewable,
and enviroomentally sound way of
generating electricity. More than 90

percent ofNorth America's renewable electricity comes from hydro,
from plants totaling more than
140,000 megawatts of capacity. Altogether, hydropower contributes
about 13 percent of all electrical capacity in the U.S. and nearly 60 percent in Canada.
~HydroPowerContestissponsc.-ed by 37 companies, utilities, and
government organi7.ations in the U.S.
andCanadahavinginterestsinhydroelectricity. In 1991, the first Hydro
Power Contest held in Denver, Colorado.dr~morethan50
ts.

Engineering students from Missouri and California won first place
contest honors in the graduate and
undergraduate classes of the Student Division, and a retired California cattleman captured first
place in both classes of the
competition's open division.
To receive more information
on the Hydro Power Contest or to
purchase a turbine kit ($15), contact Laura Smith-Noggle, Hydro
Power Contest Coordinator, 410
Archibald Street, Kansas City~ MO
64111 , or call 81 J 931-1311.

$20,000 In Prizes Available For Students

Local Resident Fights To Clean
, Up
Nu CI ear Waste sites In Oh iO ====~

A local resident, representing
P.R.E.S.S. (Portsmouth/Piketon
Residents for Environmental Safety
and Security), will be in Washington, D.C. from April 17-21 to press
Congress to clean up contaminated
nuclear sites and encourage the

~=====~~
Raise a Cool

$1000

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS SIOOO FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
You also get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
jastfor calling
I-800-!132-0S28, Elt. 6S

Clinton Administration's Department of Energy (DOE) to end outdated Cold War practices.
While in Washington,Mrs. Vina
Colley will meet with members of
the Ohio Congressional delegation, other key Senators and Representatives, and their staffs. The
Ohio delegation will be working
with activists from more than fifteen other states who are participating in the 5th Annual Military
Production Network (MPN) "DC
Days". Delegations or MPN representatives will also meet with
many new Clinton Administration officials including the new
Secretary of Energy, Hazel
O'Leary.
"Legislators are quite impressed when activists from Ohio,
Washington, Idaho, and other
states walk into their office and
start talking about nuclear waste

cleanup and ending nuclear weapons testing,•• explained Mrs. Colley.
"Members of Congress listen tous,"
she said,
Mrs. Colley, a resident of McDermott and President of P.R.E.S.S.
for almost two years, will be emphasizingnuclearwastecleanup,sinceOhio
hasbeenhosttotheroostnuclwfacilities ofanyOOter state.
Military Production Netwak
isacoolitionofgrassrootsandnational
organizations representing cormnunities in the shadows of U.S. nuclear
weaponsproductionandwastedisposal
sites. MPN's current priority isrues includeapennanenthalttonuclearweapons testing, safe dismantlement of the
U.S. nucleararsenal,environmentaliysoundwastedisposalp:act:ices,anend
to excessive secrecy at the DOE, and
meaningful public participation in all
major decisioos affecting the weapoos
comolex.

To:ShawneeStateUnlv
·StudentJ3oc!y
From: Diana Uno Ulsh
If you are willing to volunteer for a Big Brother/Big Sister program
in Portsmouth, I am willing to nm up my phone bill caling Columbus
tryingto get oae starlod. Please let me know by dropping off your name
and pboi>e number iG
411.
A 541 If you could use a Big Brother/Big Sister program here in
Portsmout~ please let me know by dropping
your name and
phone: number in Massie 411. Thank you.

off
-:======================::'

C

Essays for the 1993 Kennedy Freshman Essay Award.
Freshman Essay Contest are now
The contest will be judged on
being accepted. The theme for this the basis of originality, creativity,
year's contest is "The one thing I humor, and drama.tic impact The
wish someone had told me about sponsors are seeking original and
college, priortomyfreshman year.'' creative ideas reflecting aspects of
Essays must be postmarked by May freshman college life that are impcr15, 1993.
tant to freshman, but little known or
The essay may be written using overlodced by parents and students
a standard essay fonnat or in the before college.
collection of
form ofa letter addressed to a future essays will be used to prepare high
student. Papers should be no mere school students fa the realities of
than 1000 words in length. A writer college.
my
submit more than one essay for
Thetitlepageoftheessayshould
I
coosideration, rut only one prize will include the writer's name, home
I be awarded per student.
a&:lress, College a University,Age,
.
Thisyear'sprizesare$300fathe
High Schoolfran which yougradt.i:
best essay, $200 fortherunnerup, and ated, and home phooe mmber.
1 $ I00 fa the third, forth, aoo fifth
All essays should be mailed to
place
essays.
Over
100
essays
will
be
E.ducatimalAltematives,
Freshman
1
selected
for
pubUcation.
Each
ooe
E~y
Contest,
P.O.
Box
6362,
I
selected will receift'e a ~•!111~¥' Nonnan,, Oklaho~ 730'.70.
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Enuff Znuff: Is The Third Time
ReallyThe Charm?~·= ====

The new
album, entitled Animals
With Human
Intelli2ence,
Welcomeonceagaintotheworld took forever for its release, and
where music and entertainment are was originally due out last sumstaples of society, the First Amend- mer, but the release date was
ment is the rule, and censorship bumped ahead for about eight or
sucks: The University Chronicle nine months, until the album flEntertainment Zone!
nally came out in March. The
Sorry, Kev. Couldn't resist. I· past several months have been
needed an intro badly.
turbulent for Enuff Znuff. Atco
EnuffZnutTisbackonthecharts RecordsdecidedthatEnuffZnuff
again. Then again, since not too would no longer be a priority, so
many people have heard them, de- the band left Atco and signed
spite the fact that this is their third with Arista Rec~. Their guialbum, I wonder ifEnuff Znuffever tarist, Derek Frigo, quit, then reactually did much on the. charts in turned, then their drummer, Vic.
the first place.
Foxx,quit. Foxxdoesplaydrums

on the album, but a new drummer
iswiththebandfortoursandother
events.
I'veheardmixedreviewsfrom
two different sources: Rollin2
Stgne raved it, calling it "their
best album ever," and .ere.em
butchered it, stating that the world
didn't need a "Poison with delusions of Beatlesque grandeur."
So I didn't know what to expect
from this one.
The leadoff single is a decent
power-ballad called "Right By
Your Side," a nice little song about
sticking together when times are
tough. Releasing a ballad first is
really a good move for the band,
since that's the only way good rock.
bandsgetnoticed,inanerainwhich

country music is highly overrated decent (but slightly sappy) powerandoverplayedinthemainstream. ballad about growing up and folTake a hint, all you DJs out lowingyourheart,and "Mary Anne
there: Country music stations Lost Her Baby" (yeah, it sounds
exist so that country music can morbid, I know), a song about how
be played on .them, instead of onewoman'slifechangesaftersuch
infecting the rest of the other- a tragedy.
wise-good stations. Most of the
Enuff Znuff has yet to get derest of the album is good, high- cent airplay and to really establish
spirited rock n' roll. The album an audience. Their 1991 album
featuresheavystuff,like"Super- Stren2;th only released one single
stitious"and "Black Rain," good (and it wasn't one of the better
ol'fashionedrockn'rollstuff,like songs on the album), and it didn't
"These Daze" and "One Step do as well as their 1989 self-titled
Closer to You," and unfortu- debut album, which got no airplay
nately, some downright border- on radio, but got great reaction on
line-cheesy stuff, like ''Takin' a MTV. Iftheypla:ytheircardsright,
Ride'' and '' Love Train.''
Enuff Znuff has a decent shot at
Other stuff worth mentioning seeing the light of day in the musw
includes "Innocence," another world this time around. •••112

The big soog is the title track~

These lades have great voices and
given a little time and some really
good song writers they'll go a long
way

a lot ofoollads on this one.
Some of my picks fran the balladsareBluel,.adyjnaRaiMercede;s,
M Sides of Goodbye, and Hmd
What You've Got.
Now don't think
this is a sad album.
Hank picks up the
pace rightawaywith
the track Diamond
Mine. Thenhetellsit
like it is in the world
of big mooey and
politics withthetrack
Hide and Seek. An- _
other pick is the song about men and
women that's very carefully and
wisely titled Dirty Mm.
Then there's the title trackQm!2f
Left Field, about finding love out of
the blue..
Hank JR has gone in a good
directionwiththisalbumandoughtto
have sane good hits fran it. •••

>

Lynyrd, Hank Jr., and BoyKrazy

By Philip Tideken

uc Entertainment Editor

Last Rebel, a oollad about a young

It's Sping Quarter, so were the hell .kner oo the road to nowhere.
LynyrdSkynyrd'ssouthemstyle
is spring? I froze_my astroids off over
the weekend. It's supposed to be warm rock will always
apple rock fans and
and surmy, tu it's not.
Sping Fever is beginning to hit us country fans.
So
Lynyrd
and soon we'll all be out barbecuing,
playing V-Ball and Softooll, and JmtY- Skynyrd plays on
ing with Mother Nature. And through it with a rebel in their
all music, will be a big part of the ftm. hearts and Dixie in
Music can be a great oockbone to their souls. •••
What do you
any spring activity and I'll try to keep
you infooned of all the rew music this have if you've got
four women who
sping.
lookas beautifulas theirvoicessoond,
Now oo with this weeks reviews.
Lynyrd Skynyrd's rew album~ and they sing music that's someLast Rebel is another example of rock where between Willson Phillips and
EnVogoo?
solid southern rock-n-roll.
What you have is the new group
This seven man mod brings a lot of
stroog,guitarrockingood 'olDixieland calledBoyKraz:y,and theirflrstsingle
style with soogs that the common man That's What Love Can Do is climl>canrelatetolike Can'tTakeThatAway, ing the charts.
TheirselftitledalbumBoyKrazy
. · KissYourFreedomGoodbye.and~
may
come across as just another
Doo't Always Come Easy.
The album opens with two good dance orientated female singing
Rockin' tunes titled Good Lovin' sHard group, but a first album from any
.To.FiodandOne~. Thesesoogsset groupisn'trecessarilygomgtobreak
new ground.
the stage for the rest of the album.

Now Is The Time To
Brighten Your Smile!
Call the friendly Dental
HyKiene Clinic at 3552241. Adult Teeth
CleaninKs-$5.00! SSU
Students and Employees$3.00!

Some other songs to be watching
focfran this album are OnaWiQe and
a Prayer, That Kinda Love, Good
Times with Bad BoJs, Just Like a
Dream Qme True, and Who Could

Ask f o r ~ More.

This is a pretty good album and
BoyKrazy definitely has the potential
to beccme a great vocal group. •••
Hank Williams JR is oock again
with a new album titled Out of Left
field. This album isn 'twhatyrumight
expect fran Hank JR Instead of a
partying,rockin', ftm album Hank has

Bible Study
Mondays at 12:00 Noon
Founder's Room
University Center
SSU Students, Faculty,
and Staff Welcome
Sponsored By
Campus Ministry

Spring Breakers

Promote our Florida Spring Break
packages. Earn MONEY aild
FREE trips. Organize SMALL or
LARGE groups. Call Campus

marketing. 80()..423~5~ . ,

GRADE SCALE

Excellent - *****
Great-****
Good-***
Fair-**
Poor-*

IwauMllllwthanknmShephard

Gallia SI'.Jor providing me with music
for review. All these albums and many
more are available at Shephards.
Letsali enjoy spring and musicu
free Americans should!

Drug Problem?
You are not alone.

Narcotics
Anonymous
MEETING DATES AND TIMES

Portsmouth, 734 8th St.,
Monday, 7 p.m.,
Thursday, 6 p.m.,
Saturday, 7 p.m.
Ironton, Christ Episcopal
Church, Fifth and Park
Ave., Friday 8 p.m,

Write Reviews
Call Manson

355-2278

·--------------------·
Pizza Hut

and Shephard's Sound Works, 1003

I
I
I
I
Two medium specialty
I
pizzas--Pep. Lovers,
I
Supreme or Meat Lovers
I
Sll.99
I Valid only at participating Pizza Hut roatauranta. Preaont when ordering.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I One coupon per per1on per visit. Not valid with other diacounta or Goupon1,
1/20 cont caah redemption value. I 984 Pizza Hut, Inc.
I Portsmouth and New Boston Pizza Hut
I

·--------------------·
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Comedy On Campus:An lnterviewWlt:h Rondell Sheridan

I

By Philip Thieken
thing'' and what was,•• A bad thing.''
UC Entertainment Editor
Last week's comedy night in
When he found out that people
the University Center was a big hit could have alcohol in the dorms he
to a big crowd. At the rate things are said, "This isn't a school. It's a
going these shows are going to have ·summer camp!" He also summed
to be done in the Activities Center up the people on campus saying that
to get everyone in who wants to see ''Freshmen are Idiots, Sophomores
the show.
are Morons, Juniors are always
This time, SSU was visited by studying in the library, and Seniors
Rondell Sheridan. You may have just count the days until graduaseen Rondell on one of many TV tion."
shows and specials. Once Rondell
Once again SSU
took the stage, he told us that when was treated to a great
his agent told him where he was night of laughs. And
going he thought he said,"You're we all eagerly await
doing a show at Shoney's."
the next comedy night.
"This is interesting" Rondell
After the show I
said, "I've never been to the middle got to talk to Rondell
of nowhere before."
and learned a little bit
Rondell had some fun explain- about him.
UC How did you
ing the concepts of "near" and
"far" to the TKE's. Rondell then get started in comedy?
said,"Let me guess. You guys are
RS When I was in
the academic group here."
acting school, one of
In my efforts to get some pic- my roommate's sisters
tures ofRondell on stage, he singled was a stand up comic
me out for some jokes. Someone and I met her at a party
yelled out •'Manson'' and Rondell and I started hanging
took advantage ofthe new informa- out with her and that
just started it.
tion for more jokes.
Rondell also singled out one
UCWhatwas your
freshman named Ruth, and tried to first show?
RS It was an open
e lain to her what was, '' A ood
mike thing.
Stability
UC What was your
Income Training
first big break in comMerit Prornotions
edy?
Benefits
RS I think the
fourth or the fifth time
Are these things important to you? I
so, the leading sales organization of a that I was on stage at the lmprov in
Fortune Service 500 Company seeks 2 New York and I became a regular
individuals, M/F who are ready to there. That'.s where I like cut my
malce a career decision with job satis- teeth for the first four or five years.
faction and financial security. If you're
UCWhatdidyourfamilythink
oflegal age, goal oriented, and ready
when
you decided to do comedy?
for a career opportunity, then call
RS
Well, it was a hobby, I went
Monday only 7-9 pm for a confidento New York to be an actor and I
tial appointment.
was still doing theater and stuff. I
Chuck Marquess 353-1999
don' t think it began to change until
I had been doing it about four years
or so, where I quit my day job and
said ••Ok this is what I want to do
$$$$, FREE 1RAVEL AND
RESUME EXPERIENCE!!
full time."
Individuals and Student Organi·UC How long has it been since
zations wanted to promote
you started doing eomedy?
SPRING BREAK, call the
RS It's been eleven years since
nation's leader. Inter-Campus
I started. •
Programs I-800-327-6013.

•

15.-95 oirchan es ecial

Freshtastiks Salad Bar

available at

.and a full menu of soups, sandwiches,
hot lunches and snack items

C=lRa6tor".

J'. -' --------------- .. .... -----.- -- ------ . ----

Knllte1'1

-

Air Cencltloog Shop

2026 Robi1111on A venue

Knittel'• M•ffler Ii Brake Shop

,

2109 Jltb Street

~Iii-. ,l }V1llfr, Sfreel,S

. ,.

·--... ---- ....
~Q%-~A\'fflGS:

II ON
. .ART
. . SUPPLIES
at . .· .·.·.....·.·. .. . II

:Maj~sticPaint C~nt~r:

Knittel'• BP Senlce Ceater

Open 7:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m., Friday
11 a.m. - 4 p.m ., Saturday

In the University Center

style you stick to, or do you try to
change it around some?
RS I'm pretty ~uch a story
teller. My college show is different
than my club show. The only things
I did tonight that I do in my club
show was the hunting the scuba
diving stuff.
UC Do you find a really big
difference in the college shows and
the club shows?
RS Yea, because the things I
talk about now are about being
thirty and relationships and my
friends having kids, stuff that college kids can't relate to because
they aren't in those situations.
UC Didn't you once do a rou-

Includes oil filter and up to five quarts of
oil, complete chassis lube

the place for food at Shawnee State

tine with a set of cards to the song my career and I never done on TV
"That's the Way I Like It" by and I'm just now re-learning to do
K.C. and the Sunshine Band.
thatnow, which thank God for video
RS Yea I did.
tape, I can watch it.
UC What brought that on?
UC Do you work up material
RS That was pure luck, actu- and then fit in what you can in a
ally that worked out in a way in show and then improvise the rest?
which I never thought it would. I
RS The college·show appears to
used to do this sign parody to the be all adlib but it's not. All colleges
song, and I thought it would be real are pretty much the same, like I got
funny to go up there with the sign thisthingldoonRA'S; but I couldn't
cards and do the chorus do it here because you don't have
' 'That's the way uh huh RA 's. Then I do the thing about the
uh huh I like it" and Freshmen, Sophomores,Juniors,and
then to have the punch Seniors and then I do a bit on the
line be when it goes dorms. But since you don't really
''Do-do-dodo-dodo-do have dorms I couldn't do it ether.
do' ' and then llave that My college show is generally the
on a card. It was one of · same becauseeveryyear,everyoolthe few things that I lege has the same things happening.
thought about and did
UC De you think of your selfas
and it worked from the more a club comedian or a college
very first time. I thought comedian?
the funny part would be
RS Fortunately, . I'm actually
the very end the do-do- both. I was able to learn lx>w to do
do' s but people started colleges early and I've been dolaughing from the very ing colleges for five years. I was
beginning, but I also did able to adapt my stuffto work in my
the beginning very dif- club show. I envy the comics who
ferent. I didn't realize can do the same show in both places.
how funny the bit was I just can't do that. The stuff I like to
on it 'sown. I've stopped talk about in clubs just don't relate
doing it for about three tosomeonewhois 18, l 9or20years
years, in another year old. I definitely think they are two
or so I bring that one _different types of shows.
back.
UC You said you were in acting.
UC Is that normal Was acting your plan?
for you to rotate your
RS I always wanted to be an
material over the years? actor from day one. lrememberwhen
RS I hate comics I go· to see I wasakid, I'd watch the Carol Bernett
year in and year out and they're Slx>w and there was a little girl who
doing the same thing. That really wanted to be an actress and she asked
bugs me and I get bored myself, I Carol what she should did to be an
stopped doing ht because I had actress, and Carol said togo to college
already done that on cable and I and major in anything but theater.
really wish that I never dooe it on That way, if it doesn't wodc wt, you
television I wish I saved it, but it's too have sane1hing to fall back oo. So I
late now. I did it and oow I want to 1Xit majaedinMarketingandAdvertizing
it to rest with the rest There is like and when I graduated I went to New
three of four that I don't do anymore, Yodc and went to acting scoool. If
the ''Mama mama'' thing of the little canedy had never happened, I would
kid, and the Porsche thing I really still be pursuing acting.
don't remember. It's funny; I watch it
I would like to thank Rondell for ·
and go "Man that's really funny." speaking to me. Th!! audience and I
another thing I quit doing was a piece reollye,ifoyedtheshow.Sokeepwatchabout my father reading a bed time ing the TV because Rondell is sure to
story tome that I started off early in be on it a lot more.

on

ack To School Specia

The Bear's·Den

..

UC Have you ever had a show
that you were real nervous about?
RS I was nervous the first time
I did The Tonight Show, I don't get
nervous. I just worry that things
aren't set up the way they should
be, or I get worried before the show
generally about technical things,
but since I did The Tonight Show,
I don't get nervous anymore.
UC Do you have a particular

,

J'f./4~•i,v,~~~~ ~

1tte s
Air Conditioning
and
Radiator Shop
eon.i11ar111a111ran4alrcandltlanmtNnlcacllllllr

[ait5 Oil Change Sp~

II ; 928
. Gallfa
. . . ··.Street
· ... . . .•,·1I 2026 Rob,·nson Ave. 35"', - 1230
I
Open 8.- 5:30
I
J0"/4 discount on labor with SSU ID
.,.
Sat. 8 - 5 . •
·
Includes oil filter and u_p to S 9uarts
I,.:. . Phoa.e .353.-,7180 4 , •>uri. J .t , • of-11ilandcomp_letechanlslubu,

~ ·=-:..~~~~-t:1-~~~ 1.:;;;;;;;:;;;:;;:=:;;:::=:;;::::;;:;;;::;;:;::;:;::;;:;:::=;;;;;;;;;.1,
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Comedy Connection-You've Got To Be There!

By Philip Thieken

UC Entertainment Editor
The Comedy CoMection last
Thursday night at the Nellie Peck
Lounge wasn't as lively as usual
because of the situation in Lucasville. Our MC Jim Oliver came on
stage, and after telling us that he
once was a guard at SOCF, he asked
the audience for a moment ofsilence
for the guards still being held hostage.
First to the stage was John Briggs
from Philadelphia. John is a ymmg
comedian, being only 24 years old,
John had his work cut out for him
trying to work a small crowd at such
a tough time for the area.
I have to give John credit, he had
some great jokes and an excellent
approac_h to his comedy. After the
show John tolq me that this was the
first time he ever came on stage after
a moment of silence. ''That put a lot
of pressure on me", John said.
UC You are real yOW1g, you're
24, how old were you when you
started?
JB I started young, I was 18. I've
been at for 6 years.
UC So you went to college?
JB Yea, I got my Bachelors degree at Temple University, 'arid I
never used it. It was political science.
UC So you were doing this all
through school?
JB Oh yea! I wanted to do this
since I was a kid.
UC Who was your influence?
JB Bill Cosby. My folks had his
albUJ!l '' For Adults Only'' and I was

!l!!I

12, so when they would leave the
house I would play it.
UC What was your first show?
· JB It was a open mike night at
about 12:30aminfrontoftwodrunk
college students. My second time
was much better.
UC Where was this at?
JB Philadelphia, I went to
Temple just so I could do comedy
in Philly. That's just how bad I
wanted to do it.
UC What was your first big
show?
JB It was 6 months after I
started, I landed a job opening up
forElaineBoosler.For4showsshe
got $4000 and I got $50.
UC What did your folks think?
JBMymotheldidn'tmind,but
my father was a Tailed entertainer
sohehaddoneitandwentnowhere
so he wasn't very happy. He had
been a magician.
UC I'm sure all the people you
work with are a lot older than you.
Do any of them pull you aside and
say,' 'Here is a pointer or two for
you."?
JB Oh yea! lgetalotofpointers, especially when you first start
out.
UCHaveanyofthecomedians
treated you bad thinking you're
just a punk kid.?
JB No, no. Audiences do but
other comedians don't. Audiences,
especially older ones will
say,' 'Whatthehellisthiskidgonna
tell me that I don't already knew.''
Good luck John, and the next
time you're in Portsmouth we
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Lubasonic."

UC How long have you been
doing co,medy?
RL 14 years. ·
UC What got you started?
RL I always wanted to be an
actor when I was a kid, and I would
do all kinds of voice impressions.
People liked them a lot, and when I
was in college I would do them at
parties. I entered a talent contest in
college, doing impersonations and I
won it. Then when I graduated from
school I found a little club in Pittsburgh that one night a week any
comedian could come in and I went
i every week for 2 years. Then they
opened anew club in Pittsburgh and
they hired me to be the house MC, so
I quit my job and started full time as
a comedian and worked about 3

years regionally then I moved to
Los Angeles 8 years ago.
UC What was your job before
you started comedy?
RL I worked in retail managementinadepartmentstore.Iworked
at Sears.
UC How did you get from acting to comedy? Did you just blend
over from one to the other or did
someone influence you?
RLMytwoinfluencesofcomedians were, I remember watching
Steve Martin and thinking, •'I want
to do that", and then as I became a
comedian I grew to admire George
Carlin. He's oneofmyheros.
UC What did )'Our family think
when you went into canedy?
RLidon'tknow. Theyweresuppcrtive, rut I don't know how seriouslytheythoughtlwasgoingtotake
it They went with the flow. They've
always been supportive.
UCisyourmaterialstuffthatyou
wen upor is it stuff that happens to
you or just jumps out at you?
RL Well I tell you what happens in the course of a day. I try to
alwayshavemyantennasonlooking at the world. A comedians job
is to notice stuffthat everyone else
walks past every day that's funny.
The ~jobistofindthatstuff.
Soallthetimel'vegottobelookingfor
it, and then when ever I do find it what
I do is I'lljU& say, "That's funny" and
I'll make a mental note or jot it down.
Thenl'lltrytotransfoonthatintoajoke
by working it out oo paper and then
wen out what's funny and finally I
work it out a little on stage.

UC I watched you work really
personal with the crowd. Did you
start out like that or did you pick it
up over the years? .
RL I worked it up. I've found
that getting to know the people by
name made every seem fresh, like
I just thought ofit and I was telling
it to them p_ersonally, not just to a
blanket of faces.
UCThiswasarealsmallcrowd
tonight. Do you find that technic
works just as well with a small
crowd as it does with a big one?
RL Actually it works better with
a small crowd. Because a small
crowd tends to be more nervous,
less inclined to laugh, they're more
self-conscious. So it helps a small
crowd. When -I'm in front of a
thousand people I would only get 3
or 4 names, not half of the crowd
like I did tonight.
UC How long are you on the
road?
RL 30 weeks out of the year.
UC What do you do with your
off time?
RL I pursue my acting career.
UC Have you done anything
notable?
RL I just did a film that will be
released later this year called~
_sm. I play a hit man, a stalker type.
. Wellthank:youRaooy.Ihq,eyour
movie is a hit and we hq,e to see you
in Pcrumouth again.

I would like to thankJeffAlbrechJ.
SallyC.OOk,JimOliver,JohnSwanner,
and all the staff at the Nellie Peck
LoungeandtheRamadalnnforthey 're
time and help.

Aladdin To
Be
Performed
Live

~BOGART'S

Wod-Apr 21

promise the crowd will be livelier.
Oursecondcornedianofthenight
was Randy Lubasfrom Santa Monica
Ca. Randy came to the stage and
began to get personal with the audience. By the half way point of his
show he knew half of the audience
by their first name. (Which wasn't
hard considering how small the audience was that night.)
ThefocalpointofRandy'sshow
was the word platonic. He said that
he had the word for the opposite of
platonic. (Platonic been named after
the philosopher Plato) He named it
Lubasonic. "Ifthey name a relationshipwithoutsexafteraperson who
didn't have sex, then a relationship
with a lot of sex should be named
aftersomeonewhohasalotofsex.
So I, Randy Lubas, have named it

I

Paramount Arts Center announces" Aladdin" performed live
on Sunday, April 25th at 2:00pm.
Admission is $10/Adults & $5/
Children. The Paramount Arts Center is at 1300 Winchester Ave.
Ashland, KY. Telephone: 606-3243175 Box Office hours are 9:00am
to 4:30pm Mon- Fri.
You've seen the movie now see
the play. This version of Aladdin
sticks closely to the original tale
from the Arabian nights -a treasure
cave, generous genies, the Sultan's
daughter, and such - but with a few
new twists for ftm.
To order tickets visit the Paramount box office at 1300 Winchester Ave., Ashland, KY. or charge
~y

prdi ~y ~~g.6~-3~4;-3175

• •'Yez••
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On Apr I 21st The C medy onnecti n in the ellic Peck
Lounge -welcomes comedians Mike Lucas, and the headliner, Coaco Leigh from Boston, MA.
Every Thursday night is comedy night at the Nellie Peck
Lounge in the Ramada Inn. Tickets are S4 at the door and
$3 in advance. Advance tickets get reserve seating.
SORRY! No one under 21 allowed!

•·
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A Positive Plan To Combat Underage Drin~ing
From the Desk of Cooper Snyder

Peer pressure is a mighty force. sometimes makes a ''no" much
Many young people first use drugs .harder to say than a "yes."
The power of peer pressure can
or alcohol to gain favor with
acquaintances...trading what they work both ways, however,and when
know to be right for acceptance. used properly it can help kids stand
Kids can't be faulted for wanting up for what they know is right. A
the approval of their peers--that' s program that uses peer pressure for
norrnal--but they can be faulted for good is Prom Promise, sponsored
excercising bad judgment. By the ·by Nationwide Insurance. The protime students enter high school-- gram works to foster the attitude
when most are first exposed to alco- among young people that the ''in
hol and drugs--they usually know thing'' to do is avoid drugs or alcoenough about the dangers of sub- hol.
The program focuses on prom
stance abuse, as well as drinking
season,
a time when many high
and driving, to know that the best
school
students
are tempted to abuse
decisionistoavoidsuchbadchoices.
drugs
and
alcohol
and then get beThe desire for acceptance, though,

Cheerleading Tryouts To
Be Held

Shawnee State cheerleading
tryouts will be held on Friday,
May 7, 1993 at 6 P.M. in the
Activities Center.
This year's requirements inelude: two cheers, fight song,
dance, l required jump-toe touch,
2 optional jump, required tumbling-standing back handspring
and roundoff back handspring.
For bonus points: standing back
(20 pomts), roundoff series ( 15
points),
roundoff
back
handsporing back (20 points),
side aerial ( 15 points), roundoff
ba ck handspring whip ( l 5
points), roundoff back handspring layout (20 points).
Two double stunts are required: Throw Chair Cradle and
Purdue Up.
There are three required practices: Saturday, May 1, l OA.M. to
l P.M., Tuesday, May 4, 8-10 P.M.,

and Wednesday, May 5, 8-10 P.M.
Optionalstuntpractices will be
held on Tuesday, April 20 at 8
P.M., Thursday, April22 at 8 P.M.,
and Tuesday, April 27 at 8 P.M.
Cheerleaders will receive an ·
award jacket their first year of
Cheerleading, a certificate for the
second and third year, and a sports
ring for the fourth.
Uniforms, porns, megaphones,
shoes, and socks will be provided
by Shawnee State.
All material will be taught at
workshops except the optional tumbling.
Tryouts are open to females
and males currently enrolied in
SSU or incoming freshmen.
Anyone interested in being the
SSU Mascot "The Bear", be there
on Tuesday, April 20 at 8 P.M.
Call Lois Rase at 355-2285 for
more information.

terial,aoowiththerelpofacaringstaff,
BASICShaspovenitselfagreatcontribution to the cooununity. BASICS (BasicAdultSkillslnaCollegeSetting)was
incepted appoximltely 5 years ago,
arxlsincethattimehaspovenitsimportance by an outstaJXiing 300 percent
increaseofstudents. Withsucharecord,
BASICS ha.5 soown itself to be a valuable i:mrt of Shawn,e State University
arxl the cooununity as a woole. •

SICS, has exteooed her invitation to
students, faculty, slaff, aJXi the general
public, to join her in the BASICS Annual Open House taking place on
Wednesday, Apil 21 frcm Apil 21
fran 10:00 A.M. urtil 11:30. At this
time, }mticipants will be soown ju.,t
why BASICS is so itmwnenta1, aJXi
what they are doing today.
Fer IIXX'e infamation, please contact Carolyn at(614) 355-2325.

hind the wheel. Schools participating in Prom Promise organize committees to plan fun and educational
activities to get students enthusiastic
about responsible attitudes toward
alcohol and drugs and to encourage
them to sign a contract promising to
stay drug and alcohol free on prom
night. .. to support ''no'' instead of a
"yes."
To make the program even more
interesting, schools compete to sign
up the greatest percentage of students and oold the most creative
events. Schools submit scrapbooks
detailing the events they held leading up to the pledge signing. The
school in each of three categories

registering the greatest percentage
of students and submitting the be~
scrapbook wins $1,000 and at-shirt
for each student that signed the
pledge. The three category winners
then compete for an additional
$2,000.
By working to build a positive
consensus among students against
drug and alcohol abuse, and drinking and driving, Prom Promise helps
counter the negative peer pressure
which affects many students. The
program makes it easier for kids to
say no to drugs and alcohol, and no
to drinking and driving. I applaud
Nationwide Insurance for its good
corporate citizenship as demon-

strated by its sponsorship of Prom
Promise.
Statewide more than 433 high
schools have registered for Prom
Promise with a total of 298,160 students eligible to sign the pledge, and
our district 20 high schools have
registered with a total of 10,189
eligible students. Youcanlearnmore
about Prom Promise by l-800-3561642, and ask for the Prom Promise
coordinator.
As always, I am interested in
your views, your ideas, and your
suggestions: I can best be reached by
writing: Senator Cooper Snyder,
Statehouse, First Floor, Columbus,
Ohio 43266-0604.

B~~2ro~!1~~ofBA-

Scribes
Needed
Tre Office ofDisability Services is

seeking interested persoos to be scribes
for students with disabilities. Students
may receive ,nymem ($4.25 per hour)
for services reooered. Typically speaking, scribes speoo an average of one
hour per assigmnent. The test is given in
the learning center. The scribe is Slrictly
respcxl.Sible fcrwritingexacdywhat the
snpent dictates.Paraphrasing, Jml)Pt-

ing, or explaining are BX penniued.
Scribes are required to have a grade
point average between 2.5 aJXi 3.0,
poficiencyinspellingaoohaoowriting,
aJXi an understanding fer stlXlents with

disabilities.

Interested studerts should contact
Patty GilIIXX'e, c.oorctinata ofDisability Services, at ext 456 fer additional
irm
.
'
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Happy Earth Day!
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News

Senate Cont. From Page I

president. So the title of vice-president was added to the secretary and
treasurer. This was to show the
added responsibility that they had
been delegated.
there will be no popular elections for the candidates of Student
Senate on April 2 I and 22. Harris
explained that there were only
eleven valid petition accepted by
the Friday, April 9 deadline and
that the Senate decided to appoint
those to the Senate. This will leave
two seats open. The Executive
Council of the Senate will inter-

I

view candidates for those two sejlts.
All members of the Student
Senate must have maintain 2.0
grade point average for the time of
their candidacy and the tenure on
the Senate. Students who have receiveda baccalaureate degree from
Shawnee State or another institution is ineligible. Fwthenmre they
must be enrolled in at least 12 degree
seeking hours foc Spring, Winter, and
Fall quarters. Furthenncre, the student
can oot serve moce than four tent1S on
the Senate and may never have resigned er removed from theirpositicn.

This·Spcarce ·

for .Rent;
Call Marty ;,it 3s;s..:z2rfd

Order your college~ NOW.

JOSTENS
A M E fl I C A ' S

The University Chronicle

I I :00 to 2:00

L-------Thank youfor the flowers on my
car. It was a nice gesture.
Free to good home: 6-month old
female cat. Has shots. Loves children and playing. Call 574-4316
and leave message.
ForSale:Couchandchair,good
condiJion.Asking $150.00. Ca/15 744316.

DO YOU HA VE BROKEN CD
CASES? Slightly used CD casesfor
sale. Why pay $1.50 ordering new
ones? UsedCDJewelboxesforonly .
$0. 75! Contact Manson in the newsroom, 411 Massie, ext. 278 or 3552278. Supplies are short, so hurry
and get yours now!
For Sale: TwoJe"etT-one male,
Want to Travel Free, Earn Cash one female. Under one year old,
and Resume Experience? Students nad desexed, descented, tame and playOrganizations call College Tours to ful. Serious inquiries only. Leave
join our team! We have 25 years expe- name and number.Phone: 354-3635
rience, great prices, hotels and desti- or 858-4384. Ask for Jeff
nations. Call l (800) 959-4SUN. Ad.
WANTED: male singer age 17-25
A~ntion singles! !Are you tired of neededfor ProgressiveRockgroup. No
being alone? Looking for something posers, Satanists, or druggies. Must be
different? Join The Singles Club. Many dedicated. Call 354-3794 or 259-3368.
activities for people looking for new Askfor a member oflnJrospeclion.
friends and those interested in fun acWANTED: Writers for the Unitivities. Members range from l 7-8'7 versity Chronicle. Call 355-2278 or
years old. More than 60 current mem- visiJ Massie 411.

bers call KAREN AUSTIN at614-354321 l ifno answer leave message. Ad.
Acting class offered The Division
of Arts and Humanities is offering a
beginning acting class spring qfttirter.
Meets Tuesday and Thursdayfrom 8-10

a.m. in Massie Auditorium. Sign up

II

WiU type essays, term papers, etc.,
$1.00 per page. Call 353-0354. Ad.
Wolohan Lumber Is now hiring
for part-time summer help. Positions
include: Cashiers, Yardworkers, and
Stockworkers. Flexible schedules.

Apply at 4l 5 Market St. Portsmouth.

now and bring a friend-hey, bring an Oh. 45662. Equal Opportunity Emenemy-it'll be.fan. Ad.
ployer. Ad.
Non-unominational Bible Study.
I love anti miss you alL It's lonely
Monday's at l 2:00 Noon Founder's (nKentuclcy. Ifanyone wants afmntl
Room, University Center. Students, or penpal Write me: Daniel Stewart
Faculty, and StafJWelcome. Sponsored P.O. Box 1026, Evarts, Ky. 40828. All
by SSU Campus Ministry. Ad.
le•ers welcome. Ad.
Donations u, the Daniel Stewart
Looking for folks to pllly pick-up
Fund are now being accepted at Star
games ofstreet hackeyon rollerblades.
Bank on Chillicothe Street. All contriAge and experience doesn't matter. See
butions accepted. No amount is tooDJ. Tony Dzik in Buiiness Annex l 33
. small. Thank You. Ad
of.call 355-2326. Ad.
~• .,.•~llf&.'C~.11!•~• , . - .
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Monday and Tuesday - April 26th and 27th

CLASSIFIEDS, PERSONALS, BUY AND SELL ITEMS
$1 oo FOR 30 WORDS, PAYMENT IN ADVANCE
CALL 355-2278 OR MASSIE 411

I
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University Center Lobby S 15 Deposit

'. Videos Available For SSU
Videos are available for students in the gameroom.
Rental Rules are M follows,
I. Videos are available to any
SSU stu:leri wich a valid I.D. fill
EXCEPTIONS!!! I.D.'s will be
held W1til the videos have been
returned and checked.
2. Thereisa$l0chargeooany
lost, stolen, <X damaeecl videos.
. 3. All videos must be returned
in 2 days to the gamenxm.
4. Only 2 videos per student a
night

5. AnyvideosrentedonFriday
do not have to be retuined Wltil
Mooday.
6. If you retwn a video m:I the
Oameroom is closed, return the
video to the Stooert Activities Office (Fred Ouisman's Office).
Videol..i.1t
#00 I IO I Dalmatians G
#002 Billm:I Ted'sBogl.B.kuney PG-13
#003 Billy Bathgate R
#004 Boyz in the Hood R
#005B~y R .
#006 Cape Fear R
#007 Doc Hollywood PG
#008 Don't Tell Mom the
Babysitter is Dead PG
#009 Dwble Impact PG
#Ol0E.T. PG
#011 Father of the Bride PG
#012 Femgully G
#013 Fisher King R
#014 Fraternity Vacation R

#015Freddy'sDead R
#016GungHo PG-13
#017 Hand thatRocks the Cradle
#018 Hellgate R
#019 He said, She said PG-13
#020 The Hitcher R
#021 Hooey,ISmmktheKidsPG
#022Hcdc PG
#023 IndianaJooes&LastOu.wle .
#0241.F.K. R
#025 Kuffs PG-13
#026 The Last Boy Scoot R
#027The ManwithOneRedSooe
#028 The Mechanic PG
#029 Naked Gun 2 1/2 PG
#030 New Jack City R
#031 One Good Cop R
#032 Only the Looely PG-13
#033 Other People's Money R
#034Power R
#035 Presmied Innocent R
#036 Pretty Woman R
#03 7 Regarding Herny PG-13
#038 Rockateer PG
#039 SecretAdmim' R
#040 Silence of the Lambs R
#04 I Siar Trek 6 PG
#042 ST. Elmo's Fire R
#043 STOP! Or My M001 Will
Sooct PG-13
#044 To Live and Die in LA R
#045 Top Gun PG
#046 Wayne's World PG-13
#047 What About Bob PG
#048 White Knights PG-13
#049 White Water Summer
#050 Wild at Heart R

, ,osr Witchbdar'<eR

Write For
The
Chronicle ·

Call 355-2278
H-C
(House of Clocks)
Baseball Card Shop
839 10th Street
'Special Orders Available"
SSU Student Discounts
APRIL SPECIAL
93 DONRUSS SERIES I
50 CENTS PER PACK

LOANS

MOST ITEMS
OFVALUE

JEWELRY
PISTOLS-GUNS

RADIOS-STEREOS
MUSICAL INSTRU-~
MENTS
TYPEWRITERS
WATCHES

STATE LI, .
CENSED
PAWNBROKER 837 Gallia St
B&B
Portsmouth

INC.
353-4250

•

1,

I

CLARK MEMORIAL LIBRARY
SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY
9'6 SECOND STREET
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Sports

Bears Clinch Second MOC Title

By Tom Davis

QC Sports Editor

· Saturday, the Shawnee State
Bears clinched their second
Mid-Ohio Conference championship by downing Ohio Dominican College 10-0 and 6-2.
The Bears joined the MOC last
year and capfured the title their
first year in the conference going 12 and 2. Their only tow
losses in the conference came
off a split with Mt. Vernon
Nazarene and Tiffin University. So far this year, Shawnee
is 12-0 in the MOC with a

double header at Tiffin Friday
for their last two conference
games. Even if the Bears
dropped two at Tiffin, the closest team ( 0 DC) has three losses
and one tie.
Friday and Saturday are
also important contests for the
Bears because all four games
are District games. The Bears
.play at Tiffin Friday at 3:30
P.M. and at Findley on Saturday at 1 P.M. This Tuesday,
the Bears host Wilmington for
a 4 P.M. contest and Wednes-

day has Otterbien University visiting for a 3:30 P.M.
contest.
Last Saturday, when
Shawnee hosted ODC for two
very important MOC games, it
was extremely cold and windy.
I told Coach Ralph Cole not to
expect much of a crowd due to
the conditions. I really thought
everyone would stay home.
During the first game, I kept
hearing this screaming and
chanting going on. I asked Gibb
Edwards, who helps me by

keeping
the
electronic
scoreboard, who was making all
that noise? He said it's the Golden
Bears. I got up and leaned out the
press box window and looked.
Sure enough, all bundled up in
winter gear and blankets, was a
group of the Golden Bears. Thank
you, Golden Bears! No doubt your
enthusiasm helped generate the
victories for the MOC crown.
Coach Cole and the rest of the
team would like to invite you
back; we need your support. So,
Tuesday and Wednesday, let's see

SSU Baseball Splits Two Doubleheaders

By Tom Davis
UC Sports Editor
The Shawnee State Baseooll team
split a doubleheader Saturday with Rio
Graooe wmrung
• • 9-4 and ..........,..'E, the
secood 5-2. Sunday, the Bears traveled
to Central State and split a doubleheader, winning the secood game 6-2
and losing the first 9-{;.
~M

Earlierintheweek,Shawneeoosted
Mt Vernen at Na1hwest High School.
The field was changed ftan Lucasville
ValleyHighSclmlbecauseoftheJniOO,
riots. Shawnee swept Mt. Vernon
Nazarene 4-3 and S-2. The Bears are 7
and 7 oveoll, 6 and 4 in the district, and
5 and 3 in the MOC.

I

Shawnee's next scheduled

game is Friday the 23rd, hosting

Lakeland at 2 P.M. The Bears
have four more MOC games
left and eight district. To have
any chance in the MOC, the
Bears have to win their remaining games in the confer-

ence and hope for a littlehelpftanother ·
teams in the MOC.
The Bears play at Urbma (MOC) a
doubleheader Saturday at 1 P.M. Then,
they return heme Slniay to host Tiffin
(MOC)fcradoubleheaderslarting 1P.M
Next Tuesday, Shawnee travels to Malooe fer a pair ofdi.wict games at 1 P.M.

a large group of supporters.
The Bears are 25-4 overall; 140 district; and 12-0 MOC. Listed
below are the past two weeks game
scores:
Apr 4 SSU 21 Urbana 0
SSU 15 Urbana 2
Apr 6 SSU 6 Cedarville 0
SSU 7 Cedarville 1
Apr 10 SSU l Mt. Vernon 0
SSU 2 Mt. Vernon 0
Apr 13 SSU 4 Northern Ky. 6
SSU 13 Northern Ky. 4
Apr 17 SSU 10 ODC 0
SSU 6 ODC 2

The Ch.ronicle
Needs Sports
Writers!
Call 355-2278
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Lttkinj for G11,J P.zza ?

RAISE A COOL

. $1000

IN JUST ONE WEEK!
. PLUS $1000 FOR THE

MEMBER WHO CALLS!

6 "" - Th 11r.s, 1./pr,a- /Opr,t
F,-;, - Sta+, ,.,·, -,- ,,.1J11t,A+
lfOI

vick-son ..Sfrccf

No obligation. No Cost.
And a FREE

IGLOO COOLER

if you qualify. Call
1-800-932-0528, Ext.65

BILL KNITTEL'S BP

Complete Mechanical Work

• AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
• EXHAUST SYSTEMS
• BRAKES

!]II

· •BATTERIES
• ACCESSORIE
•
• TUNE-UPS
• UNDERCOATING

Piz..ua
Sub

5alaJ

Hit I

Coney~

1iWiPf11

354-6494
353-5823
353-9205

G.Wa& Waller Sta.

Port•mouth

Fundraiser

Looking for student
groups to sponsor us on
campus. Fast, easy, big
SSSS's Call (800) 592-2121
ext. 309.

